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Project 1: Generative Text

The Silicon Gourmet (From Janelle C Shane, aiweirdness.com)

ML techniques have enabled a new crop of data-driven generative textual methods. For this
project, you will create a text generation system. This can take the form of a chatbot, a system
that generates screenplays, recipes, resumes, or any other textual document.
You will be responsible for: the choice of application domain (form and genre of generated text),
the choice of ML tool (LSTM, GRU, other), for gathering and cleaning your training data, for
functional implementation of a system, and for producing an aesthetically interesting result.

Project Deliverables
-

A one paragraph abstract describing your concept, method, and results.
A cleaned textual corpus of your training data (as a plain text file, .txt)
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-

Executable source code for both training and generation as a jupyter notebook that will
run in our class compute environment (datahub ECE188).
A characteristic output from your system, to be shared during an in-class
“reading”/critique.

Due Date: Oct 20, 11:59pm
For credit you must submit the project deliverables to github classroom
https://classroom.github.com/g/sJIzmAcR by Sunday 10/20 at 11:59pm, as well as bring a
printed copy of your abstract and generated text to lab on Monday 10/21 for our reading session
and critique.

Grading Rubric
Abstract (10%)
One paragraph clearly describing your concept, method, and results. This should tell us what
architecture/approach you used.
Data (10%)
Your training corpus. A text file (or files) you used to train your models and generate your piece,
as a plain text file (.txt). Also a description of how you harvested/scraped/gathered or where you
located this text.
Source Code (20%)
The functional source code you used to make your project. Should be executable (and
replicable!) within our course computing platform. Also include code for webscraping if you use
scrapers to get your text.
Creative Product (60% total)
-

Quality of Concept (20%) Does the project utilize interesting methods or approach to the
technical tools?

-

Technical Experimentation (20%) How far have you pushed your technical
implementation, for instance: manipulating model architecture and training parameters,
utilizing other tools/packages (webscraping, text cleaning).

-

Aesthetic Realization (20%) Artistic quality of the final generated text.
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